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This is a brief demonstration about the project, which consists of three parts web application, mobile application and PDA devises. Mobile applications using to send keyword in SMS that determine user location previously entered in website. In web application we design complete system receives and organise incoming request to closest parking to achieve project goals. On other hand in PDA devise the user benefit from services provided by to request taxi, specially the GPS services. The Text a Taxi system ensures to collect all possible technology together to make the operation of book taxi be more security, fast, cheap and easy than to the original way.

Traffic Transport has a great importance in all the daily activities of the communities and especially in the daily work and shopping processes in the Arab countries is important for the easy use of users and consumers in the business, trade and economy using intelligent devices over the Internet and the services of offices booking by websites and this is the subject of our study in Saudi Arabia. The city of Rafha as a city with a population of 60,000 people distributed over 16 areas.
**Introduction**

It is important that in the era of communication technology and the Internet to do the work of taxi offices within large cities and small to ease traffic congestion within the region, using Internet networks and applications.

But in our project we insert a lot of services beside such as using a GPS to tracking both of user and cabs to insure optimal way of using time and saving effort, also because the internet enter all the houses and every one become familiar with it we concentrating on it as a base of project. And we don't forget an older people how use a smart don’t can phone these one can only send a message to a reserved line and get a taxi [1,2].

GPS is used to determine your current location. And with the help of maps and positioning, it will be easy for users to find their car. If you need to calculate the duration of trips and lay routes, you need a routing server.

Mobile applications are one of the most modern and effective tools for marketing and automating company business processes. They help to attract potential customers and allow you to keep in constant contact with them. Thanks to mobile applications, users of smartphones and tablets can comfortably and quickly make purchases, find necessary information, use bank services,

**Future work**

**Magnetic card (Radio frequency transceiver)**

Each driver has one of this contains his information like name, address, taxi number and mobile number (pin code of the devise that included in taxi to receive request from server if he outside the park), when he enter he register his order and wait until the server send coordination for new user to control office in the park, this provide security to the system because the request is register and which one reply it, in case something happen [3].

**Parking for taxies**

Until now the server delivery the input request into the closest taxi to the user but the main aim of project is to reduce the traffic by ensure that taxi after arrive a user to his end point he goes into closest park in area and register his information when he enter the park using his magnetic card to take his order, so later on when the user request taxi the order will give priority to taxies on the closest park nested of closest taxi, that's will encourage driver to park in parks, as response of this the traffic will be accident reduce.

**Project supported by all GPS phones**

Until now the project support if we want to request taxi using blackberry only to get longitude and latitude of current position.

Later on we can replace blackberry word in this code by Nokia or any device that support GPS to wider the field of participate of the services.
Credit card

As future work for project we will design credit card to recharge the balance, because every year the services provider will take 1 JD from balance to make user able to request taxi.

In this chapter we will talk about what we achieve as Conclusions, Conclusions are often the most difficult part of an essay to write, and many writers feel that they have nothing left to say after having written the paper. A writer needs to keep in mind that the conclusion is often what a reader remembers best. Conclusion should be the best part of the paper[4,5]

Later on we will list the problem that face the steps of create the idea, design hardware and applying software on it to be more reality.

The Solution

Our project is offering a solution for all issues mentioned above making sure that the Cabs Stations goals and needs will be achieved and realized, through cutting edge technology, and through identifying the special business environment of Cabs Stations.

Here is what we recommend T.A.T do for Cabs Stations:

Mobile Application: We implement an application which is supported by several Smartphone devices. This application will help mobile users to identify their positions on the earth and send these positions to the web server.

Web Application: We will build a web application that will represent the coordination of cabs within a geographic map. This application will be installed on a web server. This server shall receive mobile users' positions and send them a notification messages indicating that there request has been submitted.

- PDA Devices: We will employ PDA devices inside cabs to capture their coordination and point them to the web server periodically. The web server shall update the incoming coordination in regular basis.

The project will first undertake the research and gathering information process done by the students, then the implementation part, and then lastly the testing part.

The paper contains three parts:

First part: implementing a website for customer registration and for providing details on the taxis and the drivers working on it. This part is published on the web for registration and can be implemented in any of the web development tools such as ASP.NET [6].

but If we don’t register on a website or if we in allocation but don’t exactly know where we are then we must use a GPS to determine our allocation from a SMS send from smart phone.

Second part: The control center which receives a request from the user and send to a taxi driver parked in a particular area. This part is the main part where the customer request is received and analyzed. The system checks for
any keywords that identify the address of the customer and then sends it to the taxi parking that is closest to the customer. This part is needs an application program such visual basic .net.[7].

Also in a central control room we have digital map which show a used taxi as red point, free one as a green point also it show the closest park. There we will use an arithmetic algorithm to find the shortest path.

**Paper Importance**

The project concentrates on ordering a taxi through a simple text message to the control office that will from there book the closest available taxi to the customer. The project is important to the environment, the customer and to the taxis the importance from this project is below:

Fast: the customer can book a taxi in a matter of seconds, a confirmation is sent to the customer with the estimated time, name of the driver and the car plate. In this way, the customer does not waste any time to go out and look for taxi especially if the customer lives far away from the main streets.

Easy: the system is very simple and is easy to use. The customer only needs to register for the first time in the system and after that is ready to use the system at any time. The customer sends a text message with a keyword that is previously defined by the customer that identifies the address of the customer; the keyword can be something like (HOME) which means the address of the customer's home that is already stored in the system database on registration. Economical: there is no registration fee or additional costs for this service. Only the normal SMS rates from the operator, Accessible: this service is available at any time from a few key presses on the mobile phone.

Convenient: there is no need to go out on the street; also there is no need to call anyone.

Safe: the project enhances the safety of the customers, as each car sent to the customer is registered and the driver is known. This information is sent to the customer after booking a taxi, so that the customer knows that the taxi booked is legally recognized. [8].

Suitable for clients with special need: the system makes it easy for people with impairment of speech or hearing to order a taxi because there is no interaction a phone center. Also is good for disabled people because they can book a taxi through a taxi instead of going outside to look for one which is inconvenient to disabled people. And most important is that customer can identify that he/she requires a special needs car through the SMS and it's good idea for hearing impaired.

Increase Profit: the system provides customers for taxis while they are parked in the designated area. This decreases the consumption of fuel while driving the roads trying to find customers.
Reducing Traffic congestion: when the system insures that the taxis will get customers it will not need to look for customers and will just have to go to one of the designated areas for taxis to get and customer request. This will reduce the number off taxis in the street [9,10].

**Paper Objectives**

The projects main objective is to reduce the congestion that arises from the taxis that drive around the city to look for customers. The project has also other objectives that can be insured indirectly or as a result to the main objective they are listed below:

- Provide a simple method for customers to a book a taxi instead of looking for one.
- Increase taxi profit by providing customers to taxis who are registered in the system without having to cruise in the streets.
- Insure the safety of the customers by providing registered drivers and taxis.

**USE CASE NARRATIVE Cab**

**Brief Description**

This Use Case describes how a user places an order to a Taxi driver and how the user monitors the taxi until its arrival Actor the owner of the mobile phone (the user)

**Flow of Events**

**Basic Flow** The use case starts when the actor inserts his details on a registration page which is displayed on installation

1. The actor can update the initial registered details
2. The actor places an order, tapping the icon on the application menu.

3. A page with different text fields is displayed requiring the user to insert his location and its description.

4. Details of placed orders are displayed in the order history on the application menu

5. The location of the Taxi man can be viewed on a Google map by tapping the ‘Where is taxi’ button on the application menu

6. A call can be made to a taxi man

7. A user double taps the exit button to exit

**Alternative Flow** If in the Basic Flow when registering and Placing an order, the actor clicks the Save or Submit button without having filled out the compulsory fields, an error message will be flagged.

**Special Requirements** None

**Pre-Conditions** The actors must have filled the Place Order requirements completely. Post-Conditions A message would be received by the user from... Use case diagrams of mobile application steps

**User=============register ..update profile ..place order ..........call taxi.....locate taxi**

**Conclusion**

We conclude a lot of thing such as We can build system give all possible ways to request taxi.
Ensure that when the system applied in market that will decrease the traffic, accident, consumes fuel, and increase profit. Achieve security to a local social because in least few year problems with taxi driver increase to point can be live with, by this system everything is register and be more safe.

There is no need to going outside to looking for taxi. Only you can request it using SMS, Blackberry or through website. And Only team work will reach us to what we want to achieve.

Everything by giving order will be easier and The project completely doesn’t depend on human, that’s made the operation easier, more security and correct than original method.
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